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NOTICES OF BOOKS.

A GEOGRAPHICAL ACCOUNT OF COUNTRIES ROUND THE BAY
OF BENGAL, 1669 TO 1679. By THOMAS BOWREY.
Edited by Lieut.-Col. Sir RICHARD C. TEMPLE, Bart.,
C.I.E. (Hakluyt Society, 1905.)

Professor E. B. Tylor having drawn the attention of
Sir Richard C. Temple to a MS. in the possession of
Mr. Eliot Howard, Sir Richard, on examining it, at once
recognized its value, obtained leave to copy it, and, with
characteristic energy, spent two years in the endeavour to
discover the identity of the writer, who concealed his name
under the initials T. B. After long and fruitless efforts,
a series of happy coincidences revealed beyond a doubt that
T. B. was Thomas Bowrey, a sailing master, who went out
to Madras in 1668 or 1669, and remained in the East until
October, 1688, when he sailed for England. During the
nineteen years that he spent in the East, Bowrey visited
various parts of India, Persia, Arabia, the Malay Peninsula,
Pegu, Achin, etc.; and a portion of his experiences is set
forth in the MS. here printed. Unfortunately this work is
incomplete, and ends abruptly in the middle of a sentence.
It is possible that Bowrey may have written a fuller
narrative ; but, if so, it appears to have disappeared. The
only other extant works of Bowrey's are a number of
charts, at present in the British Museum, and a " Dictionary
English and Malayo, Malayo and English," which was
published in 1701. These facts and others relating to
Bowrey's life have been unearthed after infinite trouble
by Sir R. C. Temple, and are set forth in his excellent
Introduction.

The MS. here printed is headed " Asia, Wherein is
contained the scituation, comerse, cus[toms], etc., Of many
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466 NOTICES OF BOOKS.

Provinces, Isles, etc., in India, Persi[a], Arabia, and the
South Seas, Experienced by me T. B., in the forementioned
Indie[s], Vizt., from Anno MDCLXIX to MDCLXXIX."
I t is evident from this heading that Bowrey intended to
narrate his experiences in all the parts of Asia that he had
visited; but, as a fact, the only parts here described are
the Coromandel coast, Golconda, the coast of ' Gingalee,'
Orissa (a fragment), Bengal, Junkceylon, Queda, and Achin
(incomplete); there being headings only for Arakan, Pegu,
and Tenasserim. The dates at the end of the title are
accepted by the learned editor without question ; but to
me the second is inexplicable. Why Bowrey should have
confined the narrative of his experiences to the first half of
his sojourn in the East is incomprehensible, and I cannot
but suspect an error. Again, since he sailed for England in
October, 1688, and, according to his own statement in the
preface to his Dictionary, had " nineteen years continuance
in East-India," he probably arrived at Madras in the latter
part of 1669. Surely, then, he must have left England
at the beginning of the same year, and not in 1668, as
Sir Richard Temple thinks. At any rate, Bowrey nowhere
tells us the exact dates of his departure from England
and arrival in India, the earliest date given in this MS.
in connection with his movements being 1672, and the
latest 1677.

Though incomplete, and written in a style that smacks
more of the seaman than of the penman, Bowrey's narrative
is of much value as the work of a shrewd observer, and
many of the incidents recorded by him are not to be found
elsewhere. The illustrations with which he embellished his
manuscript, and which are here reproduced, are more curious
than accurate,1 except those of boats. (A facsimile is also

1 I am suspicious regarding the originality of these drawings, especially of
those of trees and plants. As regards one drawing, however, there can be no
manner of doubt, viz. that of "An Achin cripple" (plate xviii, fig. 3), which
is simply copied from plate iii (" Afteeckeninge van de grouwelijcke Institie in
Achin"), at p. 14 of the account of the voyage of Wybrandt van Waerwijck
and Sebaldt de "Weert to the Bast in 1602, printed in deel 1 of Begin ende
Voortgangh, etc. (1644). A simple comparison of the two proves this at a glance.
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COUNTRIES ROUND THE BAY OF BENGAL. 467

given of Bowrey's chart of the Hugli river, drawn in 1687,
and described by Yule in his Hedges' Diary.) But, valuable as
is the narrative intrinsically, its value has been enormously
increased by the wealth of footnotes added by the editor,
embodying as they do a large number of extracts from
contemporary records in the India Office, as well as from
the accounts of seventeenth century travellers. A list of the
works quoted or referred to is given at the end ; and full as
it is, we notice two rather strange omissions—one, that of
Baldaeus's Malabar en Choromandel (1672), a faulty translation
of which was printed in Churchill's collection of voyages and
travels; and the other, that of Havart's Op- en Ondergang
van Cormandel (1693), a valuable work, containing a mass
of information regarding the Dutch settlements on the
Coromandel coast, especially during the writer's residence
there, 1671-1685, almost the same period over which
Bowrey's travels extended. From one Dutch writer, Wouter
Schouten, Sir Richard Temple quotes very copiously; and it
is, therefore, all the more to be regretted that he has drawn
his extracts from the very inaccurate French translation,
in which (an important point) the spelling of names of
places, etc., has been mostly altered. Another work which
is also freely cited is, on the authority of the India Office
Library catalogue, credited to "Delestre." (That the British
Museum Library catalogue should father the book on
" Dalence" is one of those things that " no fellow can
understand.") The writer was actually Francois Lestra or
l'Estra (see Prevost's Hist. Gen. des Voyages, ix, 14-29;
Nouv. Bibl. Gen., xxx, col. 983).

The editor has rightly printed the MS. practically
literatim; and consequently we have here some curious
forms of Indian words and names. The most extraordinary
of these is " Jno. Gernaet" for Jagannath (both the god and
the place). I am not sure, however, that the entire credit
of evolving such a fine specimen of ' Hobson-Jobson ' is due
to Bowrey; for in the map of " Bengale " in Valentyn's
Oud en Nieuw Oost-Indien, deel v, the place is entered as
"sJan Gernaet," and as that map was compiled between 1658
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468 NOTICES OF BOOKS.

and 1664 it is probable that Bowrey got the name from
a copy of it, only turning ' Jan ' into 'Jno.' (for 'John').
In passing, I may mention that Bowrey's map of Ceylon,
drawn in 1681 (the year in which Knox's Historical Relation
appeared, with its infinitely superior map), contains a fine
example of ' Hobson-Jobson,' which deserves a place in the
next edition of Yule's monumental work, viz. " Barbarian
Island," as a name for Berberyn or Beruwala. In describing
the various races on the Coromandel coast, Bowrey says:—
" The Poore Sort of Inhabitants, vizt. the Gentues, Mallabars,
etc., Smoke their tobacco After a Very meane, but I Judge
Original manner, Onely the leafe rowled up, and light one
end, and holdinge the Other betweene their lips, and Smoke
untill it is soe farre Consumed as to warme theire lips, and
then heave the end away; this is called a bunko, and by
the Portugals a Cheroota." Regarding this " meane, but
Original, manner " of smoking tobacco, I may point out that
Christoph Schweitzer, who was in Ceylon from 1676 to
1682, says of the natives (I quote the English translation of
1700, chap iv) : " They Smoak Tobacco too, not out of
Pipes, but wound up in a dry Leaf." (On the other hand,
Albrecht Herport, who was in the island in 1663-65, depicts
a Sinhalese smoking a pipe.) In footnotes to the above
passage from Bowrey, the editor states that these are the
earliest quoted instances of the words bunkus and cheroot
(see Hobson-Jobson under these words). As regards cheroot,
I know of no earlier mention; but I can cite an earlier
instance of buncus from the Diarium (published 1668) of
Johann von der Behr, who served as a soldier under the
Dutch in the East Indies from 1644 to 1650. Describing
Batavia and its inhabitants, he says (p. 23) :—" In using
tobacco they have no pipes, but only a thin leaf, which they
call a punoks, in which they are accustomed to roll as much
as they wish, and then put in their mouth and light."
Christoph Langhanss also, who was in the East Indies from
1694 to 1696, in his Neue Ost-Indische Reise (1705) says
(p. 233): " In the whole of India they [plantain leaves] are
also used for making puncas, namely, one takes a bit of such
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COUNTRIES ROUND THE BAT OF BENGAL. 469

a leaf dried, and lays some of the green Malay tobacco
therein, then one rolls it up, and thus smokes both tobacco
and pipe together." On p. 307 Bowrey speaks of "makeing
a sumbra," i.e. a reverential salutation. The r here seems
to have got in by inadvertence ; for in his Dictionary he
gives the Malay word as soomba. Baldseua, Valentyn, and
other Dutch writers use the forms sambaja, sombayen, and
the Portuguese dictionaries enter the word as zumbaya.
The origin is apparently Skt. sambhdvana, ' worship, honour.'
The word braces, applied by Bowrey and other contemporary
writers to the shoals at the mouth of the Hugli, must
surely be a corruption of the Portuguese baixos. The word
spulshore, which the editor has been unable to identify, is
evidently a nautical term, and I would suggest as its origin
the Dutch spil (pin, bar, or capstan) and schoor (prop, beam),
though I do not find the combination spikchoor in the Dutch
dictionaries.

I have said above that Bowrey records interesting facts
not found elsewhere. As an instance, I may refer to the
details he gives (pp. 182-190) of the attempts of the Danes
in 1674-76 to conclude peace with Malik Qasim, governor of
Hugli, and form a trading settlement in Bengal, which,
taken with the statement in the Batavia Dagh-Register for
1676 (p. 289), confirm the supposition that it was in 1676
that the Danes first settled at Serampore (see J.R.A.S. for
1898, pp. 628-9).

Speaking of the ' Resbutes' (military retinue) of the
native governor of Masulipatam, and of their inferiority to
Europeans, Bowrey says (p. 84):—" And a more memorable
fight Sir Edward Winter had with above 300 of them horse
and foot upon Guddorah bridge, when he and his Trumpeter
cleared the way and drove Severall of them Over the bridge
to the great Astonishment of all the Natives and Fame of
that Worthy Knight." In a footnote to this the editor
confesses that he has been unable to find in the records of
the time an actual account of this fight, though he gives an
extract referring to it from a letter from Sir Edward to
Sir Thomas Chamberlin, deputy-governor in London, and
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470 NOTICES OF BOOKS.

also (through Mr. ¥ m . Foster's kindness) some lines from
Sir Edward's monument in the Battersea Parish Church, the
last three of which run :—

" Thrice twenty mounted Moors he overthrew
Singly on foot, some wounded, some he slew;
Dispers'd the rest: what more cou'd Sampson do ? "

Sir Richard Temple surmises that these lines refer to the
skirmish spoken of by Bowrey. His surmise is correct, and
so is the number of the "Moors" given in the lines, Bowrey's
" 300" being a gross exaggeration. A description of the
affair, which occurred on 22nd October, 1662 (new style), is
given in the Batavia Dagh-Register for 1663, pp. 116-17,
from which it appears that disputes had arisen between
William Jearsey, the acting-agent, and the governor
" Pattulabeek," who, after Winter's arrival as agent, finding
the grievances increase, resolved to rid himself of his two
enemies at one stroke, and so organized an attack on Winter
as he was returning in his palankin from the garden outside
the town. Winter protected himself with the cushions,
while his native schermmeester (either fencing master or
roundelier) and trumpeter defended him from the attack of
the "50 or 60 horsemen," until, getting his sword in his
hand, he leapt out of the palankin and—hid himself! So
says the Dutch diarist, who mentions nothing of Winter's
alleged prowess, though he adds that the trumpeter died of
his wounds three days later, and that the agent himself
received five or six wounds, one of them in the face.
Naturally this affair led to an open rupture between Winter
and the governor, references to which occur on pp. 374
and 455 of the same Dagh-JRegister. How the matter was
ultimately settled, I do not know.

On pp. 64-70 Bowrey gives a summary account of the
doings of the French fleet under Admiral La Haye in
1672-73 on the Coromandel coast, which the editor has
supplemented by copious extracts from contemporary writers.
It is curious, however, that Bowrey is silent regarding
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COUNTRIES ROUND THE BAY OF BENGAL. 471

the sea-fight between the English and Dutch off the
Masulipatam-Nursapore coast (see Hunter's Hist, of Brit.
India, ii, 199), of which Havart {op. cit., i, 163-6) gives
a graphic account. Bowrey states on p. 70 that "The
French Chiefe resident in Matchlipatam was killed by the
Moors." Of this tragedy Sir Richard Temple has been
unable to discover an account. Havart, however, gives the
following details {op. cit., i, 223) :—" The last [French]
chief, who was there in my time, was one Michiel Malafosse,
who anno 1673 was villanously murdered and run through
with pikes by the Moors, although he defended himself
stoutly like a brave warrior, and sold his life dearly enough,
but 'many dogs are the death of the hare.' "

The latest portion of Bowrey's narrative is of peculiar
interest, giving, as it does, his personal experiences in
Junkceylon, Kedab, and Achin, the first of these three
being of special value in its description of a place regarding
the history of which in the seventeenth century we know
practically nothing. Unfortunately the writer's statements
and dates cannot be absolutely depended on. For example,
he says (p. 311): "Anno Domini 1675 the Old Queen of
Achin died"; whereas, according to Valentyn {Sumatra,
9, 41), this queen reigned from 1641 to 1688, when she died,
and was succeeded by another queen. (Two of the four
queens mentioned in the editor's footnote appear to be
mythical.) Other instances of erroneous dates are (p. 67)
1672 for 1673, and (p. 147) 1678 for 1677.

I have spoken of the mass of valuable information con-
tained in Sir Richard Temple's footnotes, and with one or
two of the points discussed in these I have already dealt.
I can now only run through the book and make a comment
or correction here and there. Negapatam was taken by the
Dutch in 1658, and not in 1660 (p. 2). The word 'boars '
in the note on p. 6 should surely be 'bears ' (see p. 17).
In note 4 on p. 42 'p . 4 4 ' should be ' p . 104.' In note 1
on p. 55 the word ' Sangaries' should have a reference to
Hobson-Jobson s.v. 'Jangar. ' (Is ' Gun boates' in the
extract correct ?) The suggestion from Hobson-Jobson in
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472 NOTICES OF BOOKS.

note 2 on the same page, that ' long-cloth' may be a cor-
ruption of lungl is shown to be erroneous by the New Eng.
Bid. In the continuation of the same note on p. 56
' a/c' is evidently an error for ' @.' In note 2 on p. 57
read ' Persia Merchant.' In note 2 on p. 65, for ' October,
1671,' read ' 1 September, 1671.' In note 3 on p. 69
'Bellefort' should be 'Bellesort.' The word 'Coreas' in
the extract quoted in note 1 on p. 75 is strange to me. The
correct name of the " antient Portugees " spoken of in the
same note was, of course, Oliveira. (I may mention that in
Ceylon this name has undergone a similar corruption, and
now figures as 'Livera ' or 'De Livera.') In note 4 on
p. 78, and in other places, Dr. Watt is called ' Watts.' In
the two extracts in the note on p. 118 ' Cogee' and ' Cozzee'
surely represent the same word. In connection with note 1
on p. 169 I may point out that Valentyn (Choromandel, 162)
gives a plan of the Dutch factory at Hugli. In the last line
of this note (on p. 170), for 'foild' read 'feild.' In note 1
on p. 200 the explanation of 'fanoux' by fulus is, I think,
incorrect; a fanam is probably meant, fanoux representing
the Portuguese plural fanoes. In note 2 on p. 209 the
date ' (1660)' after ' Valentyn' is incomprehensible, ' 152ff.'
should be ' 153/ and ' Gala' should be ' Gale.' I may add
to the information given in note 1 on p. 251 regarding
Wm. Jearsey, that his wife's name was Catharina Hemsink,
and that he carried her off before her parents' eyes from
a meal to which he had been invited at Palicol (see Havart,
op. cit., iii, 31). In connection with note 6 on p. 257, I may
mention that the Batavia Dagh-Registers between 1625 and
1663 give the following variants of the name Pondicherry:
Poulecera, Poelocera, Poulocera, Pouleceer, Polocera, Poule-
chere (1643), Poulechera, Poeleceere, Poelesere, Poelesera,
Poulesere. These are all earlier than Bowrey's 'Pullicherrie.'
Near the top of p. 268, and in note 2 on p. 308, the same
extract is given from the India Office O.O., but in one the
place spoken of is said to be Kedah, in the other Achin. In
note 1 on p. 323 ' nephalium' should be ' nephelium,' and the
rambutan is certainly not the same as the leechee.
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LISTS OF NAMES AND N1SBAS. 473

la conclusion, I must accord a word of praise to the index,
which appears to be exhaustive, and is altogether admirable.

DONALD FERGUSON.

TUHFA DAWL-L-ARAB UBER NAMEN UND NISBEN BEI
BOHAK.1, MUSLIM, MALIK. By IBN HATLB AL-DAHSA.
Edited by Dr. TRAUGOTT MANN. (Leiden : E. J.
Brill, 1905.)

This edition, prepared from the MS. of the work in the
British Museum, Add. 7351 (Cat. Dxli2)—of which the
Berlin MS. Ahlwardt, No. 1663, appears to be a copy—
may be expected to justify its editor's anticipation by
proving of service to students. It consists of vocalized
alphabetical lists of names, and (p. 135) of nisbas, limited
to such as occur in the works mentioned in the sub-title.
There follow (pp. 196-205) lists compiled by the editor of
other names and nisbas occurring either in these works, or in
the " Tuhfa " outside its lists. These include some unusual
names for which references to the passages where they
occur would have been acceptable. In other cases the
vocalization seems scarcely to admit of doubt, or is left
doubtful, e.g. jjSlX ^i\ and J^jyJll, where the absence of the
' teshdtd' in the former may be of no greater significance
than its obvious presence in the latter, where the more
material ' fathas' are omitted. In truth the vocalization in
printed texts is as often as not the work of editor, or even of
printer. There exists, as yet, no definite practice restricting
the vowel-marks in print to those occurring in the manuscript
original, nor might such a practice find general acceptance.
Failing this, the authority of such vocalization must
be small.

Dr. Mann has diligently brought together, on pp. 2-7,
various notices of the author. The fullest of these, that
by Ibn Hajar (p. 3), is to be found in nearly identical
language, but with some added particulars, in •£-*Ni\ j-ai\,
a collection of biographies of the ninth century, by
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